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Stainless steel is a typical 20th century material. The born of a new material with 
its excellent aesthetics any ease of maintenance because of its high corrosion resistance 
have caused a fast expansion in its use in buildings and civil engineering structures. 
Anyway the lack of knowledge about its resistant properties among designers has 
restrained its use in metallic construction. Stainless steel presents a rounded strain-stress 
response without a well-defined yield point. The above differences make it necessary to 
develop a distinct specification for stainless steel. This factor has inspired researchers to 
explore the structural behaviour of the material and develop design rules to exploit this 
material to its full potential in construction. 

There are recently constructions where stainless steel was used in construction. 
This is the case of some underground staitions of Bilbao and the cupola of stainless steel 
of the sports centre’s roof of Quart (Girona). 

Current design rules for the stainless steel structural elements offers excesive 
conservative results, due to there isn’t a widely experimental knwoledge of the behavoir 
of that material. Therefore, new design methods to determine the shear resistance in 
stainless steel beams should be developed. 

An important load case that has to be considered when designing steel structures 
is the resistance to shear. Most standards of stainless steel are based on rules for carbon 
steel, which describe the material by a simplified linear elastic, perfectly-plastic model 
which do not reprodue the actual behaviour of the material. The webs in plated girders 
do not collapse when they reach their critical shear buckling loads, they are able to 
develop a new resistent mechanism, based in a tension field. 

This project aims to present an expermiental investigation to study the response of 
stainless steel plated girders subjected to shear force up to failure. This experimental 
programme studies the response of stainless steel plated girders under service loads and 
up to failure, with particular emphasis on the difference between the behaviour of beams 
with rigid and non-rigid end posts. 

Before the experimental programme, a preliminary study was conducted on a 
stainless steel web subjected to shear, allowing us to investigate the structural 
behaviour. The instrumentation scheme has been elected after the preliminary stress 
analysis of the beams. 

Then there are explained some of the experimental results from tests and there are 
compared with the results of european current design rules. 

Finally there are presented conclusions relative to the design of beams with 
stainless steel plated girders subjected shear resistance. 


